OlaSpill
Aimed exclusively at the Norwegian market, OlaSpill has charmed players with its high
functionality, simplicity, extensive game selection and fun gamification features. Therefore it’s
not surprising that it’s become a player favourite on its very special niche market.

Welcome bonus to the player’s liking
Upon registration the player gets 20 Free Spins and 10 Silver Coins – this is to say, without
deposit, just as a gift to try the casino and its features out.
And regarding Free Spins, all the winnings from Free Spins at OlaSpill are always free of wager
requirements. What the players win, they also get to keep!
As for Silver Coins, they are currency used in the OlaSpill Marketplace. In the Marketplace the
players have a chance to buy Free Spins or other bonuses according to their liking.
On the first three deposits, the players get to choose their bonus. Essentially the choice is
between larger bonus and lower wager requirements. The details are as follows:

First deposit:
100% bonus up to NOK 3,000 with a 50x wagering requirement
OR
30% bonus up to NOK 900 with a 10x wagering requirement

Second deposit:
50% bonus up to NOK 2,000 with a 50x wagering requirement

OR
15% bonus up to NOK 600 with a 10x wagering requirement

Third deposit:
75% bonus up to NOK 1,500 with a 50x wagering requirement
OR
20% bonus up to NOK 400 with a 10x wagering requirement

Also on each of the three deposit, the players get 30 Silver Coins, which they can use as they
wish on the OlaSpill Marketplace. In total the bonus available to new players on their three
initial deposits is a whopping NOK 6,500 and 90 Silver coins!

And the bonuses don’t end there!
The OlaSpill team regularly engages the players with messages and campaigns to boost their
casino experience and keep them engaged. All messaging is tailored to specific player groups
to ensure the communication is relevant and interesting to the recipient.
To further increase the relevance, OlaSpill campaigns mostly use Silver Coins or the more
valuable Gold Coins as a bonus. Issuing bonuses in the casino currency means they are always
appealing, as the players get to use their Coins how they please on the OlaSpill Marketplace.
For instance the players buying Free Spins are able to choose a Free Spin value according their
own preferences.
Aside campaigns and bonuses the communication typically relates to special events and new
game launches. To our experience the latter is an excellent way to boost new games’ visibility
and popularity.

Gamification makes playing more fun
In order to add to make playing more fun, OlaSpill has a Coin Meter gamification feature. When
playing at OlaSpill, the players are filling the Coin Meter. When the Meter is full, they are
awarded bonus Coins, which they, again, may use in the OlaSpill Marketplace as they wish. This
provides players with more rewards and improves the casino experience.

Focus on the audience
As OlaSpill is a casino exclusively for Norwegian players, the casino website and all the
communication are naturally provided in Norwegian with English as the secondary language.
Also customer service is available daily in Norwegian via email and chat.

A massive game selection ensures everyone finds their
favourites

OlaSpill’s massive game selection includes titles from all the major game providers as well as
several smaller developers. In total there are over 1,000 games available from distributors, such
as Play’n GO, NetEnt, Microgaming, Just For the Win, Rabcat, 1x2 Gaming, Williams Interactive,
Bally, Shuffle Master, Pragmatic Play, Yggdrasil, Thunderkick, Red Tiger, Lotto Warehouse,
Booming Games, Synot Games, Evolution Gaming, BF Games, Gamomat, Kalamba, Oryx, Golden
Hero and GIVEME. The wide and diverse game selection ensures that every player will find their
favourite games in OlaSpill’s game lobby.
The vast selection of games is divided into categories in the game lobby. Most of the game
selection consists of slot games as per today’s trends, but also friends of jackpot games, table
games and live casino games will find their favourites at OlaSpill. To help them in this task,
we’ve added a lightning fast reactive search function.

A smooth casino experience – on any device!
The foundation of an enjoyable casino experience is smooth and highly operational platform.
We have placed considerable efforts on ensuring OlaSpill runs smoothly on any device.
The reactive website scales seamlessly to any screen size, and all the functionalities are
available, whatever the player’s chosen device may be. As an ever-increasing portion of players
is using mobile devices for playing, it’s also imperative that a vast majority of all the games are
compatible with mobile devices. This ensures the players may enjoy the excitement of online
gaming even on the move.

Money transfers made fast and safe
OlaSpill offers the players a variety of payment methods relevant to the Norwegian players,
such as credit and debit cars, E-wallets, such as Skrill, Zimpler and MuchBetter as well as
mobile payment with Siru Mobile. As speed is of the essence, deposits are instant, and OlaSpill
takes a maximum of 4 hours to process withdrawal requests. The security of money transfers
and other player information is guaranteed by the latest SSL encryption.

Trustworthy and licensed
We at OlaSpill believe in fairness and act accordingly. This has helped us earn the respect of
the Norwegian players, something we hold in an extremely high value. As a further proof of
fairness and lawfulness, OlaSpill is appropriately licensed by the Malta Gaming Authority.

A truly Norwegian casino experience
OlaSpill is designed for one thing only: to provide Norwegian players the best casino
experience possible. This starts with out highly functional and reactive platform, which runs
smoothly on any device, continues with the generous welcome offer, which gives the choice to
the player, huge game selection, fun gamification and regular offers and campaigns – and
everything provided in Norwegian. Taking everything in consideration, it’s no wonder, that
OlaSpill has grown a steady and ever-growing clientele in Norway!

